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Finding just the right garden furniture to suit your own individual taste and style of your garden need
not be as difficult a task as at first it may seem. The key to creating your own garden haven is in
mixing colours and mixing materials. The exact same principle can also be applied to the furniture.
Neptune has a vast array of styles and materials which combine and compliment each other perfectly.
The beautifully hewn natural solid granite of the Beaucourt table is just one case in point. Solid,
rustic and crafted to last generations, it takes on a finesse all of its own when combined with the
elegant sweeping scrolls in the ironwork of the Monaco armchairs. Deep luxurious fanned cushions and
curved backs ensure maximum comfort and demonstrate the ease at which materials can be mixed to be both
stylish and practical.
Protected from the British weather by powder coated finish on fully galvanized frames Monaco is cleverly
designed to also be stacked for easy storage. The Beaucourt will like any natural stone take on its own
character left outside year round, and will seamlessly blend into its surroundings as if it had always
been there.
Neptune is renowned for its attention to detail and a near invisible method of construction has been
applied to Beaucourt which allows for easy transportation of this very impressive piece. The set shown
above is the Beaucourt 130cm table with six Monaco stacking armchairs with cushions and is priced
£2,025.
For further information and images please contact Natasha at Amino PR Limited on 0207 084 6212 (
natasha@aminocms.com )
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